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Men’s soccer team kicks off best season since
1971, ranked 8th in nation by NSCAA
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SJSU alumnus, director Luis Valdez returns
to speak of creativity, role of theater
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Stolen,
resold
parking
permits
illegal
By Heidi Marie Ortnanan
Staff Writer
Students selling parking permits originally sold by San Jose
State University may not be
who they claim to be.
According to University
Police Department Traffic and
Parking Operations records, 86
university
parking permits
were stolen in the last 12
months, resulting in a $6,966
loss to the department.
The UPD is warning students
who park on campus to avoid
the temptation of buying a
cheap parking permit from people claiming to be students,
because anyone caught with an
invalid, stolen or altered permit
will be prosecuted and could
face expulsion from school.
"This kind of crime is considered a ’theft of services’ crime to
the university, because these
individuals using invalid or
stolen permits are using up
spaces that other students who
have paid for their permits
deserve to park in," UPD Sgt.
John Hernandez said. "It isn’t
fair to those who pay to park
here."
The UPD keeps a list of all
parking permits reported lost or
stolen to police. If they happen
to find the stolen or lost permit
affixed to another vehicle, the
owner of that car is fined $31
and could face prosecution by
the Santa Clara County district
attorney.
The case is also forwarded to
student affairs, where the student is punished internally by
the university. In most cases,
the student is assigned "community service," where he or she
must work as a parking attendant for Traffic and Parking
Operations. In rare cases, the
student could be expelled from
the university.
’The university is required by
law to enforce all parking regulations," UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe
said. "And this semester, the
UPD will be very vigilant about
enforcing them."
According to the UPD, most
people selling stolen permits are
not students, but people from
surrounding
neighborhoods

See Permits, page 4

Vicky Nguyen, a sophomore in the Industrial design program, launches her
model sail boat, which carried an egg safely to the ground below the second story

Egg droppers take flight
with industrious designs
By Hugo Rivera
Staff ’Writer
Students in lecturer Roger
Stoller’s industrial design class
gathered at the Student Union
Amphitheater on Wednesday,
waiting for a chance to drop their
eggs to the concrete below.
According to Stoller, each student in his class was to design a
device that would prevent an egg
from breaking after a fall.
The devices were tested by
dropping them individually, along
with the egg, from the second level
of the Student Union to the bottom
of the amphitheater.
The students were to use only
Phoung Le, a sophomore In the industrial design
program, readies his "egg" craft for flight.

The 25 -year-old Business
Classrooms Building is set for a
face lift thanks to $12.5 million
donated in cash, checks and
equipment by nearly 40 different donors.
Dean of Business Marshall
Burak said the state will give
the remaining $5.5 million of the
more than $18 million needed
for the renovation project.
Jim Boccardo, San Jose State
University alumnus from the
class of 1931 and founder of
Boccardo Law Firms, made the
single largest donation, which
Burak said made the renovation
project possible.
"They needed $2 million, and
I gave them $2 million,"
Boccardo said of his donation to
the project. The money was
given in three payments.
"I made that donation over 2
years ago," Boccardo said. "The
state should have money for its

own building I should have
given that money to scholarships for people who need it."
Burak said the state cannot
pay for the entire project
because the state’s General
Fund money cannot be used for
construction. In order to encourage donations, parts of the building will be renamed after donors
according to the amount they
give for the project.
A 30-seat classroom will be
named after a $40,000 donor,
and the courtyard garden will be
named after a $500,000 donor.
The dean said donors have not
yet decided what parts of buildings they want named after
them.
When the renovation project
is completed, the Business
Classrooms Building will be
renamed the Boccardo Building.
student
SJSU graduate
Bonnie Mencher said she did
not approve of renaming the
building after the main donor
for the project.

rubber bands, glue and wood products, including paper, in the construction of their device.
"This project teaches them
structure, aesthetics and craftsmanship," Stoller said.
According to Stoller, students
receive their grade for the project
based on whether the egg breaks,
flight performance and the
appearance of the device.
Schuler
Robert
Student
received one of the highest grades
for his device, a wooden triangle
with three small red parachutes.
Schuler, an industrial design
major, said he plans on designing
high tech products such as
microwaves.
Matthew Lafferty also received

one of the highest grades for his
device, a triangular wooden base
with spiraling sails.
"A tetrahedral is the strongest
base," Lafferty said, referring to
the triangular design of his project.
One student who did not succeed in making the egg survive the
fall was Sean Swensson.
Ile had a large, wooden projectile launcher that sent a wooden
rocket-like container into the air.
He said his project was not a
success because he did not have
enough time to prepare it.
"I guess I learned that you
always need more time," Swensson
said. "You start with one idea and
make revisions things change,"
he said.

Photos by Ryan Olein/ Spartan Daily

Donations of $12.5 million allow renovation
By Hugo Rivera
Staff Wnter

of the Student Union. Nguyen’s project soared through the judging criteria, which
consisted of points for flight performance, a safe landing and design.

"It seems like just because
they have money, they get prestige and glorification," Mencher
said. "It reinforces that certain
occupations are more important
just because they have more
money to donate."
The
renovation
project,
according to Burak, will include
open -access computer labs,
meeting rooms and a state-ofthe-art electronic network system which is essential for providing distance learning.
Burak said that the renovated building will be the first one
on campus to have Internet connections in every classroom. He
said that "each room will have a
complete, sound system."
He also said that the entire
university would benefit from
the project because the "classrooms are used by most colleges
in the university."
The renovation project, which
will start in December, will not
permit classes to be held in the

See Renovation, page 8

New V.P. oversees undergraduate curriculum
By Glassy White
Staff Writer
Lee Dorosz has always had a
vision of how education and
student learning should work.
"We want to learn what our
students are accomplishing in
class other than grades," said
Dorosz, the new acting associate vice president for curriculum and assessment at San
Jose State University.
"(Dorosz) is very interested
in students and likes to have
discussions," said Howard
Shellhammer, zoology professor. He said Dorosz isn’t the
"classic" lecturer.
"He teaches the course so
they are engaged and can
respond."
Dorosz said he wants to
know what students can do
with what they have learned
once they leave the classroom.
According to Dorosz, the

university will be undertaking
the assessment in cooperation
with the accreditation agency
which certifies that SJSU
meets current accepted educational standards next year.
"He’s inciteful," said Sally
Veregge, chair of biological sciences. "He believes very strong-

ly in a well balanced curriculum."
Dorosz said his new appointment keeps him busy overseeing undergraduate curriculum
and the success of students.
Dorosz must also be a part
of implementing Executive

See Dorosz, page 7
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Courtroom TV good
entertainment, could
be source of revenue
good reason,
With
but
two
all
states in the
nation allow television
cameras in the courtroom.
For some odd reason
Mississippi and North
Dakota prohibit the alleye
from
watching
observing the judicial
process at work.
The other 48 states
allow television cameras
in courts with the judge’s
discretion.
Most states also have regulations regarding
cases that involve juveniles or sexual offenders.
It is for the good of the people to have the
keen eyes of television cameras focusing on trials. That hasty judge would think twice about
making any decision knowing that the people
are watching.
In order tin- us to benefit from having television cameras in the courtroom, everyone should
watch televised trials.
The judicial system not only serves and protects us, it entertains the hell out of us.
The bloodier the crime being tried, the higher
the chance of someone bursting into tears or of
seeing graphic pictures of victims of murder and
’ other violent crimes.
America loves that stuff grief and blood.
That is the main reason why we watch professional wrestling and stock car racing.
By the way, if stock cars make money with
advertising, why shouldn’t America’s courtrooms?
After all, Judge Ito plugged his IBM laptop
computer by facing its inverted label to the television camera. Imagine all the money that
courtroom advertising would make for the local,
state and federal governments.
The revenues that could be created from district attorneys wearing Versace suits with the
labels showing would pay for the entire trial and
then some. Add to that public defenders wearing
Prada shoes and judges using Mont Blanc pens
and we have enough money to pay fin. the O.J.
trial millions of times over again.
Although the idea of courtroom advertising
may seem extreme, it makes perfect sense
because money is always the bottom line.
When judges decide not to have television
cameras, they may have good reasons fin- making thaCitlePtitinj,j
,
They might be thikiksiugo.as ilud4’
Hastings did in the Polly Maas case, that they
do not want a public spectacle made of their
taiurt and the trial.
The bottom line is that if people want to
exploit trials, they will do so whether the trial
itself is televised or not.
Television cameras should be in the courtroom because a little loss of privacy on behalf of
the accused and the relatives of victims is nothing compared to what we can gain in fairness,
entertainment and perhaps some revenue.

Hugo Rivera is a Spartan Ihnly staff writer.

Educating women
curbs population
growth and poverty
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Hang them first, ask stupid questions later
Stupidity struck again the other day.
This time at work.
"God, I just want to hang all the stupid
people," a friend of mine screamed while
throwing a stack of papers in the air in
frustration.
Being pretty sure he wasn’t talking
about me, I sympathized.
I sympathize because I understand.
Stupidity is on the rise.
This really became apparent later on at
work. It was so apparent, that we decided
to start hanging the stupid people.
My friend and I work at a place not so
affectionately known by its employees as
"McCopies." While there, I wear a shirt
embroidered with the word "McCopies" and wear a
"McCopies" name tag. Over that, I wear a smock
with "McCopies" written in big letters across the
middle. The only thing missing is a neon sign that
flashes "McCopies employee."
However, this didn’t stop a well-dressed, middle
aged man from walking up to me and asking, "Do
you work here?"
We hanged him from the "McCopies" sign outside.
Then there was the customer who walked up to
me and started to complain about the computers.
work," he, yelled,,"’rluire something
"r42111004,Silern."
I talked to him for a couple of minutes to try to
find out what was wrong. When he finally calmed
down enough to talk, he said something about the
computer not being able to find the password.
There wasn’t anything wrong with computer. He
just hadn’t bothered to ask anyone for the password.
He then demanded to know "why the hell we had
passwords on our computers.
"To keep stupid people like you off our computers"
was what I was going to tell him.
Instead, we hanged him with the mouse cord.
Stupidity doesn’t just belong in the workplace
either.
You can also find it on the freeway, en masse.
That means "in a group." (That’s for a writer you
recently told me, the day after he used en masse in
a story, that he didn’t know what it meant Sorry,

but that was stupid. We hanged him, too
However, that wasn’t as stupid as the
driver I encountered the other day at the
airport.
Anyone who’s ever tried to drive to
San Jose International Airport in the late
afternoon can tell you the place is an
absolute zoo. Trying to turn left into the
airport off the Guadalupe Parkway takes
about 20 minutes. A line of cars stretches
for about 100 yards back from the turn.
One amazingly stupid driver decided
he would just drive up the front of the
Whamond in. Instead of cutline and attempt to cut
ting in and saving himself the 20 minute
wait, he faced the most amazing wall of
solidarity among drivers ever seen.
However, the driver couldn’t seem to figure out why,
and even got angry because, no one would let him in.
Stupid, stupid, stupid.
We hanged him.
Even more stupidity can be found at the mall.
The temperature outside the mall the day I went
shopping was well in the nineties. Inside the store
they were trying to sell their new fall and winter
line of clothes. People coming into the store looking
for shorts and T-shirts instead were met with salespeople selling wool sweaters and flannel shirts.
When asked, the salesperson said they usually
started tbeir new seasonal lines about this time of
the year, despite the heat.
We hanged that person with some woolen long
johns.
Now, these people really aren’t stupid. They suffer from a mounting problem that can be seen in
every aspect of life. It affects everyone, from the
president of the United States to the average Joe.
They have brains. They just refuse to use them.
Instead, most people decided to get through life
as best they can without a thought passing between
their ears. Instead of reading a book, they watch TV.
Instead of doing something constructive, they play
with their Sega Saturn.
Stupidity is something they don’t have to live
with. Do yourself a favor. Use your brain.
Until then, we’re keeping the rope handy.
Scott Shirey is the Spartan Daily executive editor
His column appears every Thursdat.

the latest report by
Census
U.S.
the
In
Bureau, nearly 5.4
uatifornia iesidents are
living below the poverty
a good indicator
level
that change is needed.
If California’s population of almost 32 million
continues to grow at its
current rate of almost 2
percent a year, more families will find themselves
living in poverty and relying on state welfare aid.
The issue of population
control is complicated and
there is no simple way to stop rapid growth. The
most popular and controversial solution is to
limit immigration to California, but educating
women is really the key to curbing population
growth.
The Cairo Conference on population in 1994
brought together 180 countries from around the
world to discuss ways in which to stabilize the
population. A 20-year action plan, outlining
strategies for slowing population growth, was
created as a result of that conference.
The two strategies listed as top priorities in
the action plan are to educate women and to
triple funding for family planning.
A study done by the Population Institute comparing European countries that subsidize education to developing countries that don’t concluded
that women who are educated have fewer children.
According to Werner Fornos, president of the
Population Institute, women who are knowledgeable about contraception and have access to
family planning methods opt for smaller families. In addition, women who become educated,
and get jobs outside the home marry later and
have fewer children, reducing population
growth.
Decreasing the number of families living
below the poverty level will undoubtedly occur
when one or both parents become educated and
fewer children are born. It is logical to conclude
that smaller families are easier to support financially.
The 1996 U.S. Census Bureau reported the
annual poverty level for a family of four is
$16,036. At $5.75 per hour, a single mother
would make $11,040 a year, assuming she
worked 40 hours a week. Obviously the poverty
level is not a good indicator of the amount of
income need6d to provide the basics necessities
of life food, shelter and clothing.
Governor Pete Wilson popularized the issue of
controlling immigration during his campaign,
four years ago. His tactic of playing on the voters
emotions won him the election.
According to the latest study by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, more
than 200,000 people were legally admitted into
California in 1996.
However, immigration is not the problem, or
the solution to preventing population from outstripping the world’s ability to sustain life.
Immigration doesn’t stop a population from
growing, it just shifts the population from one
area of the world to another.
There is no easy way to help decrease the
number of families that live below the poverty
level, but the best place to start is with education.
Julia B. Wright is a Spartan Daily
staff writer
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
SDA1LY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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New Greek groups hurt unity, promote gaps
Two separate articles recently described two "Greek
Councils" which were portrayed
as promoting unity. On the contrary, these organizations only
promote further separatism, not
unity.
These new groups only cause
already highly segregated organizations to further distance
themselves from other organizations,which do not share the
same racial makeup as their
particular organization. The
existing Interfraternity Council
(IFC) has always been disproportionately Caucasian.
The second group , as one
article explained, formed to promote
unity
for
African

Americans. The third group, the
"United Greek Council," was
formed with Latinos in mind. In
fact, in the case of the latter,
their actual charter was only
changed temporarily to contain
the word "multicultural," with
hope that two other predominantly Latin sororities (Sigma
Theta and Sigma Alpha Zeta),
who were afraid the original
wording used, "Latino," would
hurt recruiting, would also join.
I say temporarily, because the
intention of the charter members was to revert back to the
original wording at that point.
These new groups are a misreasons.
for
many
take
Specifically, the IFC has recent-

ly made significant efforts to
truly become more diverse, both
within each individual organization and by inviting new,
diverse organizations to join the
IFC should they choose to do so.
More importantly, these groups
claim to be promoting unity, but
the formation of such groups,
IFC included, only further distances them from one another.
Luis Garza
engineering

The mass graves unearthed
by activist Dan Cearly expose
the human rights abuses of
Guatemala’s secretive and
closed record. Today, at the end
of a brutal century, the promises of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights have been
broken. We see it in the killing
fields of Kosovo, Algeria, Congo,
Bosnia and Rwanda. The tragic
fact is that human rights abuses around the world are on the
rise.
To combat these horrors, we
need to unite under one principle, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR), a
principle that defines and guarantees human rights for all peo-
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pie. As a powerful nation, let’s
put our power, wisdom and
strength at the service of those
who cannot speak for themselves. Let us tell governments
that we care for human rights
and assure our brothers and sisters in every nation we are with
you. The genocide in Guatemala
should concern us because it is
a crime against humanity.
We need to put our differences aside and support international organizations such as
Amnesty International, Human
Rights Watch, United Nation
Human Rights Commission.
These organizations educate
people around the world, defend
the defenders of human rights
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on the fifth floor. For more information, call (408) 998-8433.

PEACE CORPS RICCRUITIRS
Information meeting from 2:30 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room and from 7:30 - 9
p.m. at the International House
located at 369 S. 11th St. For more
information, call (800) 424-8580.

THE LISTENING HOUR
Vocal, jazz and guitar, Katherine
Cartwright: music of Ellington,
Parker and Silver in the Music
Building’s Concert Hall from 12:30
- 1:15 p.m. For more information
call (408) 924-4631.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:10 12:36
p.m. at the corner of 10th and San
Carloa Streets &croon from the residence halls. For more information,
call Ginny at (408) 938-1810.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION (HRMA)
Meeting in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room from 4:15 - 6 p.m.
topics will include sexual harassment and useful ideas on how to
manage employees. For more information, call Sydney at (408) 9374714.

COUNSELING Elgavicas
Asian student discussion group
from 3 - 4:30 p.m. in the
Administration Building Room 201.
For more information, call Adana
Gratton at (408) 924-6936.

rsuoirsatie

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at (408) 924-4330.

and advocate for decent, compassionate human rights legislation in every country. Let us
help in building an international system that can confront
human rights abuses immediately, before they escalate to a
genocide or massacre.
I look forward to a century
when the human rights of all
people are fully recognized. In
conclusion, I would like to
thank Cearly for his hand work,
courage, and dedication to the
human rights cause.

SJSU MARIACHI WORKSHOP
Weekly instruction in traditional
mariachi music from 7 - 9:30 p.m.
in Music Rooms 111 and 113. Open
to students and community.For
more information, call (408) 2935950.
SJSU WOMEN’S RUGBY CLUB
Conditioning workout from 6:30 7,30 p.m. Meet at South Campus
near the track. No experience necessary. For more information, call
Hilda at (408) 924-8799.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
Open house from 12 - 5 p.m at
the Women’s Resource Center located in the Administration Building
on the second floor. For more information, call Vicci or Rizwana at
(4081 924-6500.

Karim Kahwaji
political science
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REFUSING TO YIELD TO
THE WINGED INVADERS
INFESTING HIS DOMAIN.
OWEN ENGINEERS A
PLAGUE WITH HOPES OF
RESTORING SANCTITY TO
009 LINDENHURST

Today

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
Weight management class signups from 12:00 - 1 p.m. in the
Health Building Room 208. For
more information, call Nancy Black
at (408) 924-6118

World needs to recognize human rights abuses
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Sept. 8
-Theft of a wallet from a room in
Washburn Hall.
Sept 8
*Report taken for a burglary to a
vehicle on the third floor of
Seventh Street Garage. Total loss
was valued at approximately S240.

Sept. 14
.individual was stopped for picking the lock of a vending machine
in Dudley Moorhead Hall.

Saturday
SAMAJA YOGA STUDIINT
ASSOCIATION AT 81113U
Sahaja yoga meditation class
from 2 - 4:30 p.m in the Student
Union’s Umunhum Room. For more
information, call Natasha Levitan
at (408) 923-3737.

GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL
ALLIANCE
Upcoming event planning at
3:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Juan Ramos at (408)
456-5058.

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA
MULTICULTURAL SORORITY
Fun -in -the -sun picnic at 2 p.m.
at William Street Park located at
the corner of William and 18th
Streets. For more information, call
Michele Costa at (408) 297-1948.

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA
MULTICULTURAL SORORITY
Informational meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Engineering Building
Room 337. For more information,
call Michele Costa at (408) 2971948.

Sunday

CAREER CENTER
Recruiting services workshop at
1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call (408) 924-6033.
PREMED CLUB
Weekly meeting at 1:30 p.m. on
the top floor of Duncan Hall left of
the tower. New members can sign
up and a representative from
Kaplan will discuss MCAT preparation. For more information, call
Pedram Sam Hajjarian at (408)
569-5490.

SJSU BUD TALILITSU CLUB
Martial arts lesson and practice
from 1 - 2:30 p.m. in the lawn area
in front of the Event Center. In
case of rain, meet in the Event
Center’s Aerobics Room. For more
information, call Garth at (408)
297-7646.

Monday
SCHOOL OF AST AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies Buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny t (408) 924-4330.

Friday

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Catholic Bible study Chapters 5
and 6 of Luke form 7 - 9 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center located on
the corner of 10th and San Carlos
streets. For more information, call
Ginny at (408i 938-1610.
Cm Pi SIGMA
Rush for coed criminal justice
fraternity for interested criminal
justice majors and minors from 10
a in - 2 p m in MacQuarrie Hall

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
Read and learn in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room from 2.30 430 p.m. For more information, call
Esther Mar at (408) 298-4693.

FORMER Forma You’re
ORGANIZATION
First meeting from 3 5 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden room.
For more information, call Jennifer
McFarland at (408) 924-8639 or
(408) 237-0419.
Sparta Glade s provided free of charge to
dim:lents, faculty and etaff The deadltne for
entries 14 moan, three days before dewed pub.
bastion date Ert9wf:cnts ar available in the
Spartan Daily
Space restrictions nay
require editing eubinisssona

"I’m living so far behind my income that we may almost be said to be
living apart."

Sept. 12
*Report taken for a suspect trespassing, vandalism and challenging people to fight involving a
sorority and/or fraternity.
Sept. 13
*Report of a stolen cellular phone
from a backpack during foothall
game.

HISPANIC BUSINISS ASSOCIATION
General meeting at 6 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Guadalupe
Room. For more information, call
Maribel at (408) 926-8787.

Bible study, life sharing and
games from 2 - 4 p.m. on the second
floor of the Student Union in the
Montalvo Room. for more information, call Joyce Lim at (408) 9938008.

Quotefor the Daily
SHATTERS

Sept. 1
Report taken regarding a pickup
that attempted to run over a student on a motorcycle on Seventh
and San Salvador streets.

CHINESE MANDARIN 81111.1

CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS
Book signing by playwright and
"El Teatro Campesino" founder Luis
Valdez from 10 - 11 a.m in the
Spartan Bookstore. For more information, call Deb Sack at (408) 9241811.

Crime Watch
Aug. 31
-Theft of a backpack from the student book check area in the
Student Union Bookstore.

BETA ALPHA PSI
First chapter meeting from 6 8 p.m. in the University Room. For
more information, call Pamela
Arquelad at (408) 268-4696.

- e e Cummings
poet

Correction

Have ergagrar vAth the POLICE Or HIGHWAY PATROL

In the article "Clinton joins ranks of Johnson, Nixon in political infamy," which ran in the Sept 15, 1998 issue, the Daily made
a false attribution to Linda Valenty. The attribution should have
read,’The trial by the Senate is presided over by the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court." We regret the error.

DWI
Assault
Battery
Theft

Domestic Violence
Controlled Substances
Public Intoxication
Weapons Violations

Coll on attorney who knows the modems college sluaents
have. Dr. Jeff Kalb has carer 14 years of illipolence

teaching at Son Jose State.
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AIPAINICA

Now Hiring!
Have doubts about the Joint Library?
So do we. Visit our website:
http://www.myeditor.com/soul.htm
SOII2
Save Our University Library!

SAHAJA YOGA

Mention Pandernities, Sororitin, and
Stand OrgaNizations:
MarkeiSource Corporation is looking for student organizations or
part-time student reptesentadves to assist with promotions on
aunpus. This is an ideal way to meet fundraising goals, earn
money for activities or lust make extra cash. Positions limited.
lb learn more about this opportunity please call Howard Brodwin
sA (800) 888-8108 extension 2062.

ee
11,11,41., 41:4’
PH

MEDITATION
Relieve Stress & Experience
the Peace Within
Conducted by SJSU Sahaja Yoga Assn

Noirislif SUSS or Extra Cash?

cirna

\110614:

http //www salimayoria

orq/

Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

What we moues:

Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings.
weekends 8 holidays

The following positions ars available:
Usher, Concession’s% Boa Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cosh Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application todayt
Job Hotilno: (4011) 919-0252

Saturday. September 19th
2 to 4:30 p.m
Umunhum Room,
Student Union, 3rd Floor

:ALWAYS FREE]

Whet we offer:
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges

amomercado 20
Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054
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Professor gets royal treatment in Ukraine

Chris Preovolos/ Spartan Daily

Jeff Fadiman stands in his Business Tower office which is full of photographs of his trips to East Africa.
Fadiman, a global marketing professor, recently went to Ukraine to teach as part of a Global Volunteers
service program.
By Sandra L. Avila
Staff Wow

Dr. Jeffrey Fadiman not only
makes house calls, he makes
them around the world.
Fadiman, a global marketing
professor in the business
department at San Jose State
University, ventured abroad to
teach "Niche Marketing," a concept that teaches students how
to study and earn money at the
same time.
His spring destination was
Eastern Europe.
Fadiman traveled to Ukraine

with Global Volunteers, a nonprofit organization with working sites in 19 countries.
"Global Volunteers strives for
peace among countries," said
Nancy K. Groves, Global
communications
Volunteers
coordinator.
Groves said the organization
has year-round projects ranging
from teaching English to assisting with health care and to constructing community buildings.
Fadiman, a frequent traveler,
has shared his ideas and knowledge with students in other
countries.

In 1996, Fadiman was one of
thousands of applicants to be
awarded a Fulbright scholarship from the Council for
International Exchange of
Scholars, a committee created
by Congress to supervise the
U.S. government’s international
exchange program.
According to Fadiman, it is
an honor to be awarded two
Fulbright scholarships: one to
Kenya and the other to South
Africa.
During Fadiman’s visit in
Ukraine, he conducted 29 lectures, which he said was benefi-

cial information for Ukrainian
students.
"I wanted to teach students
who really need to learn the
basics of market capitalism
simply to survive economically
in today’s Ukraine," he said. "To
teach an entire classroom
whose students were raised
under communism was something completely new, thus, terribly exciting."
Fadiman spent two weeks in
May, teaching in Zaporozhye,
Ukraine, which is an industrialized city far from the usual
tourist route.
He and six Americans were
living at a former Soviet railroad hostel for retired workers
on the banks of the Dnieper
Fadiman’s itinerary
River.
included lecturing at a state
university, a private college and
an engineering institution. The
lecture, "Niche Marketing,"
explained how students could
get an education and make
money at the same time.
One morning remains vivid
in Fadiman’s mind.
Fadiman, having learned to
speak a little Ukrainian, went
to the kitchen to get hot water
so that the six Americans could
make tea.
Fadiman forgot all about the
hot water when the seven
female cooks sat him down to
eat with them in front of a table
fit for a king.
Platters of bread, meat, fish
and cheese covered the table.
Fadiman, treated like a king,
was poured some vodka and ate
breakfast.
While eating and drinking,
the oldest cook, knowing little
-Music?"
asked,
English,
Fadiman replied, "OK."
Ukrainian folk music began

to play and, the female cooks
began to dance.
"So, I danced too!" Fadiman
said.
The 60-year-old cook pointed
to herself and told Fadiman
"Birthday, me."
Fadiman leaned over and
kissed her on both cheeks. Then
the six younger cooks wanted
kisses, too.
"So, there I was dancing and
kissing for breakfast while all
the others waited for their tea,"
he said.
During Fadiman’s free time,
he studied the Ukrainian language, drank, talked politics
with Ukrainian students and
learned about the Cossack history, which he said intrigued
him.
were
Cossacks
"The
Ukrainian serfs who fled a lifetime of slavery when the
Ukraine was divided into big
estates ruled by Poland,"
Fadiman said. "They fled to the
island of Zaporozhye in search
of freedom.
"They fought Russian, Polish,
Lithuanian and Turkish attackers for 400 years."
Fadiman was amazed by
Ukrainian students gratitude.
"I received bouquets of flowers from the students after
every lecture that they liked,"
Fadiman said. "A custom I
wished the San Jose students
would adopt."
Yelena Yevgraphova, a student/teacher in Ukraine, wrote
in a letter to Fadiman, "You are
one of the most dynamic lecturers, Russian or American, that
me and my student friends have
ever met."
Fadiman is not only thought
of highly by his students but
also by colleague JeromeBurstein

, a professor of the College of
Business.
"Jeff Fadiman is an excellent
teacher and an excellent
researcher," Burstein said.
While in Ukraine, Fadiman
learned that several people he
interacted with felt isolated and
wanted to reach out, mainly
because they lacked modern
day communication technology
and rarely had visitors.
Fadiman said his American
students are also isolated
because most of them have
never heard of Ukraine.
"My next job is to bring them
together by bringing Ukraine
students here and sending my
students there," he said.
Fadiman said educating individuals is important not only in
the United States, but in other
countries.
"Education equals change,"
he said. "I want students to
make specific changes in the
way they do business, especially
in foreign nations."
break,
spring
During
Fadiman will return to Ukraine
for 10 days to teach at a small
college. He will again teach
"Niche Marketing" to students
Business
"American
and
Writing" to the faculty.
As a volunteer, Fadiman was
fascinated with his visit to the
Ukraine and plans to volunteer
again, he said.
According to Fadiman, he
would like to lead his own global volunteer team in South
Africa, his region of professional
expertise.
"Global Volunteers is outstanding," Fadiman said. "It
offers people who have achieved
something in their lives the
opportunity to share it with
people overseas."

Permits: regulations will be enforced
Continued from page 1
campus who steal permits and
sell them for extra pocket money.
"We’ve caught people who
don’t go to this university breaking into cars and stealing permits, later pretending to be students who have dropped out of
school and selling ’their’ permits
to unsuspecting students for $20
or so.
"It is becoming a real problem. The school loses money.
People who don’t have a right to
park here steal much-needed
spaces from others, and students
who buy these permits get in
real trouble. They could potentially be expelled from school or
be prosecuted by the county. It
just isn’t worth it," Hernandez
said.
Non-students caught stealing
or selling permits will be prosecuted by the district attorney.
Some students and staff are
creative when they try to cheat.
"We’ve caught people filing
false reports of stolen permits,"
said Yolanda Castro, traffic and
parking citation enforcement
coordinator. "One former staff
member reported three permits
lost or stolen within a short period of time. By the time we gave
her the third replacement per-

mit, we found out that they were
being used by her friends."
The university is warning drivers that parking regulations
are going to be strictly enforced,
because parking is going to get
worse and more people are going
to be competing for fewer spaces.
According to Lowe, Lot 20 on
Eighth Street will be closed
because a child care center will
be built.
Lot 4 by the ATM on 10th
Street will also close for the renovation ’if the business classrooms.
The ground floor of the 10th
Street Garage might be converted into a makeshift administration building because the proposed joint library may be built
on the site of the current
Wahlquist Library Building.
"Unfortunately, this campus
is located in the middle of downtown San Jose and we just don’t
own enough land to expand the
campus and build more parking
structures," Lowe said. "That’s
why it’s so important that parking regulations be enforced."
The university concedes that
parking is indeed a problem and
likely to get worse, but there are
some solutions.

"Students, faculty, and staff
can buy a park-and-ride permit
for $40 a semester and park at
that lot on Seventh and Alma
streets," Lowe said. "There is a
free shuttle that is available to
take people to and from the university.
"There are almost 1,000
spaces available in that lot.
Right now, only 700 are being
used. We are encouraging people
to use that lot and the shuttles
and also to carpool or take public
transportation."
But some students don’t want
to use park-and-ride.
"I commute daily all the way
from Oakland," public relations
major George Texiera said. "The
last thing I want to do is drive all
the way to school, park and then
take a bus. It’s very inconvenient. I get up extra early for the
hour-long drive in rush hour
traffic. I don’t have time to wait
for a shuttle bus."
Lowe said the university is
trying to be as responsive as possible to the parking needs of
those who park here, but that
everyone must be careful to
avoid violating regulations
because chances are that violators will be caught.
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Access magazine is currently seeking student
freelance writers for its Spring 1999 issue.
If you are a student who enjoys writing and
would like to see your work in print, submit
a one-page query letter with your story idea.

Nol lust anyone can be responsible for territory like this
Then again, not lust anyone can be one of us But it you’re
exceptionally smart, tough and determined, then Officer
Cancidates ScSoorrOCS/ed be the Pace you can prove whether
Or not you’re a leader of Marines Its a career that’s filled Tie Few Me Prowl.

with unlimited OppOrtunities, pride and honor If you want
a career that’s a world apart from the ordinary, See if Mike
got what it takes to lead in this company To learn MOM
about the challenges of being a Marine call 1 -800-MARINES
or contact us on the Internet at http Ilyvww Marines corn

For more information meet with Captain David Sosa Outside the Student Center on September 22 & 26th
or Call (4010971-3791; e-mail dsosa@aol.com

Submit query letters by noon on SEPTEMBER 28 to:
Access mailbox outside of Room 213 in Dwight Dental Hall or mail to:
Editor - Amos magazine
Dept. of Journalism and Mass Communications
San Jose State University
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0055
For more information call Access magazine at (406) 924-3260

SPORTS

Let the Sharks begin
For ice hockey fans around the Bay Area who
have been going through withdrawal during the
past three months hang in there. The season is
about to begin.
The San Jose Sharks’ rookies reported to training camp on Sept. 8 and the veterans showed up
for their first practice Saturday.
The Sharks take on the Calgary Flames for
their first preseason game on Friday at the San
Jose Arena. The two teams meet again for the regular season opener Oct. 9 in Tokyo,
Japan, where they will play their first
two games.
A lot of changes took place within the
National Hockey League as well as
within the Sharks organization over the
summer.
For example, NHL teams will have to
cut down their active rosters to 24 players by the time of their first regular season game.
This means players attending San
Jose’s training camp who do not make
the roster will be assigned to Sharks
affiliate minor league teams or sent
back to their respective European or
junior teams.
Though this week’s practice sessions
and scrimmages have cleaned up the Sharks’
active roster some, many questions regarding the
team remain unanswered.
So far, centers Mike Ricci and Jeff Friesen,
along with right wing Owen Nolan, have failed to
reach contract agreements with the Sharks and
thus did not report to training camp.
Friesen was San Jose’s leading scorer last season, with 31 goals and 32 assists. Nolan and Ricci
had totals of 41 points and 27 points respectively.
All three are restricted free agents, which
means the Sharks can match any bid made for the
players by another team.
Following Wednesday’s morning practice at the
San Jose Ice Centre, Sharks head coach Darryl
Sutter said the fact that Friesen, Ricci and Nolan
remain unsigned hurts both them and the team.
"Not having them here, sure, it concerns me," he

said, but added the Sharks would have been in
more trouble if the situation had occurred last
year.
"This year we have a lot more depth and more
of a team concept," Sutter said.
Sharks fans can look forward to seeing some
new faces on the ice this season.
Among others, the team acquired unrestricted
free agent defenseman Gary Suter from the
Chicago Blackhawks in July.
Suter has played in 918 NHL games.
During his career, he has scored 181
goals and registered 563 assists.
Last season, Suter tied for third
place on the Blackhawks’ scoring list.
The 34-year-old defenseman was
named NHL rookie of the year in 198586 and has played in four NHL All-Star
games.
The Sharks signed another free
agent defenseman during the summer.
Two-time Stanley Cup winner Bob
Rouse, who played for the Detroit Red
Wings last season, joined the club in
July.
The Sharks had the third overall
pick in the 1998 NHL Entry Draft and
used it to select 18-year-old defenseman Brad Stuart from the Regina Pats of the
Western Hockey League.
The 6-foot-2, 215-pound Stuart registered 65
points (20 goals and 45 assists) last season.
He said he was a bit nervous before practicing
with the Sharks, but added he thinks it is encouraging to know last year’s rookies Marco Sturm,
Patrick Marleau and Andrei Zyuzin were able to
make the cut during their first season.
After the successful 1997-98 regular season and
playoff run against the Dallas Stars, the Sharks
are ready for the new hockey season to start.
Based on the turnout of spectators at this week’s
training camp practices, so are the fans. Let the
show begin.
Asa Bezel, is the Spartan Daily sports editor "Rinkside
Report" will appear from time to time

SJSU football notebook
Possible lineup changes:
There may be some fresh faces at key positions in Saturday’s Spartan football game.
Head football coach Dave Baldwin said there
would be open competition at quarterback and
at running back during this week’s practice.
Kicker David Silberstein will also challenge
Tim Morgan for punting duties.
True freshman Marcus Arroyo will challenge
incumbent starter Brian Vye for the chance to
start San Jose State University’s game against
the University of Oregon in Eugene, Ore. Arroyo
logged his first pass of his college career during
Saturday’s 17-12 loss to Idaho. He was removed
after one series.
"We are going to push and push until we are
confident we have the best player in there;
Baldwin said. "We can’t have the kind of inconsistency we had last week."
Vye completed seven of 20 passes for 111
yards and one mterosption, a far cry from his
Western Athletic Coaferance Offensive Player
of the Week performance against Stanford. In
that game, he completed 12 of 16 passes for two
touchdowns and didn’t throw an interception.
Baldwin did find some good things to say
about Vye’s performance, though.
"He did a great job of running the ball," he
said. In the first half, Vye led all Spartan runners with 44 yards and a touchdown, with three
runs over 10 yards. ’His first half decision making was also a Or,’ Baldwin said.
Calico Media ’darting running back spot
may also be in jeopardy. Baldwin said James
Hodales and Dante Scarbruugh would both be
getjinore touches against br
s opening
Meeks ran for 132 yards in
game against Stanford University but
to 89 yards against Idaho. Bodging hcrtZ
used primarily as a blocker while Scarbrough
has been used primarily as a badrim to Meeks.
"We want Donts to get the ball more,"
Baldwin said. ’We might even line him up at
wide receiver. All three of them have to be playmakers.’

Meeks’ ability to run the football was not
what Baldwin had a problem with, it was his
ability to block. Baldwin admitted much of that
blame must also fall on the offensive line.
"Our running back; weren’t cutting (blocking) the defensive ends," said Baldwin, who
partly blamed the running backs for giving up
four second half sacks against Idaho.
Oregon should be the biggest challenge, so
far
To beat No. 22 Oregon, Baldwin said the
Spartans would have to play almost perfect.
"They are tremendous," he said. "Their
offense is scary, they have tremendous speed in
the backfield and at wide receiver. Their defense
is better than I’ve ever seen it. They will match
up well with us.’
Still, Oregon’s game against the University
of Texas-El Paso showed some chinks in
Ore4(ciparmor.
ran the ball real well," Baldwin said.
’They have two backs that are very much like
ours.’
UTEP’s performance against Oregon may
have actually hurt the Spartans’ chance of an
upset. Oregon head coach Mike Belotti said that
game was a sort of vrakeup call to the Ducks
’We got a real scare, he said. "We were
Anima ambushed in El Paso. We didn’t have the
same intensity as we did against Michigan
State.’ Oregon beat the other Spartans 48-14 in
Michigan.

Injury report:

Omarr Smith and Edgar Nava, both injured
in the game against Idaho, will not be held out
for long. Smith, a starting cornerback, had Xrays on his right leg and ankle to determine the
severity of the injury he suffered during the
Idaho game. Smith practiced Wednesday and is
expected to play Saturday.
An MRI revealed a damaged anterior cruciate ligament in Nava’s knee. He will sit out the
remainder of the season.
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Spartan forward Brandon Snyder juggles the ball with teammate Todd Duncan. The men’s soccer team
is 5-0 for the first time since 1971 and will face California State University Sacramento at 7:30 today at
Spartan Stadium.

Spartans shoot out with 5-0 record;
ranked No. 8 in nation by NSCAA
By Sandra Avila
r
’,tail

The men’s soccer team has
just been ranked No. 8 in the
nation by the National Soccer
Coaches Association of America.
San Jose State University is
leading the Western Athletic
Conference in scoring with 61
points, which is 36 points more
than the next team.
The 5-0 Spartans are off to
their best start since 1971, when
coach Julius Menendez led the
team to a 7-0 season opening.
Todd Duncan, co-captain and
a four-year veteran of the soccer
team, said it is a nice feeling to
get national recognition for the
team.
"The rankings are more
important at the end of the year
than they are now," Duncan said.
So far, the team has defeated
Stanford University, ranked No.
State
California
and
6,
University Fullerton, ranked
No. 18.
The season for the Spartans
is not going to be easy.
Other teams will be prepared
for them since they have beaten
two ranked teams.
The Spartans are not going to
predict a win against any team,
according to co-captain Adrian()
Allain.
"We are taking each team one
at a time," he said. "We respect
every team."
Goalkeeper Gilbert Vega said
the team is not letting the wins
or the rankings go to its head.
Vega, who is tied for first
place in the Western Athletic
Conference, has a 0.500 goalsagainst-average.
"We still want to move up in
rank." Vega said. "We can’t be

too confident."
SJSU showed its ability and
team work on Sunday, when it
shut out the Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo Mustangs 3-0.
"We capped off a good road
trip," Allain said. "We needed a
shut out."
The team is looking forward
to Thursday’s 7:30 p.m. game at
Stadium
against
Spartan
California State University
Sacramento, a team they beat

Our goal is to
make the top five
teams, to get into
the WAC (tournament).
Ron Smare
Spartan assistant coach

last season 4-1, Vega said.
The Hornets’ record at this
time is 0-2-1.
Head coach Gary St. Clair
said preparation is something
the team does well, but he hopes
the team is not distracted by the
rankings.
"I hope their eyes are on
Sacramento and not the polls,"
he said.
St. Clair and the assisting
coaches have brought the team
from a 4-17-0 record in 1990 to a
9-10-0 in 1997.
The team has steadily
improved over the years, according to assistant coach Ron

Smare.
"Our goal is to make the top
five teams, to get into the WAC
(tournament)," he said.
The WAC tournament is
where the five best teams in the
WAC play each other to win the
No. 1 position in the conference.
In 1997, the Spartans went to
the WAC Tournament in Las
Vegas and played Southern
Methodist University, to whom
they lost 2-1.
Four years Ago; -tHe’ Sprei.thro
were recognized as the 19th best
team in the country by Soccer
America.
The Spartans would like to
beat Fresno State University
and Santa Clara University
because they are rival schools.
This year Soccer America
ranked the Spartan team as the
9th best.
Nick Winslow said everyone
is after the team.
"Teams have seen what we
can do and they want to take it
to us," he said.
According to Allain, the
coaches are preparing the team
to take on the Hornets.
"We have to be able to match
Sacramento’s intensity by making some early goals, then calming down," he said.
Allain added it is a good feeling to be ranked and to be recognized by other coaches and the
soccer community.
Allain, who is a senior, is
three assists away from cracking
into the top 10 San Jose State
University all-time list for
assists in a career.
He said going to the NCAA
would be a great way to finish
his career.
"I’d be going out in style," he
said.
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- flexible hours
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Located on the corner of Los
Gatos Blvd. & Blossom Hill
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Nightly specials Sam-lam
Mon. Fuzzy navels $2.50
Tue. Bartender’s choice $2.00
Wed. Shots - Schnapps $1.50
Thur. Orgasm $2.50
Fri. Wall Drinks $2.00
Sat. Kamikazes $2.00
Sun. Purple Hooters $2.00
Fri-Sat (Spin t am) Karaoke
NFL Sunday Ticket

152 Post Street, San Jose
(408)293-2461
(corner of Post 8 San Pedro)

$299.915

Double size frame+futon. An innovative new attitude
in futons! Silver metal frame with flexible slats for
extra support and comfort. Includes FREE futon!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Valdez returns to speak at alma mater
By

Glns White
riter

Luis Valdez, a critically
acclaimed playwright and university alumnus of the turbulent
’60s, will discuss the importance
of creativity and the role of theater in the 21st century at the
Morris Daily Auditorium tonight
at 7:30 p.m.
As the first presenter in the
Center for Literary Arts’ Major
Authors Series, Valdez has some
advice for aspiring writers: be as
honest about your world as you
can be.
"Write from you heart. Write
Luis Valdez
from your gut," Valdez said.
"Write what you see and feel."
"I made my own opportuniValdez may be best known for
writing and directing 1987’s "La ties," Valdez said.
"You have a freedom and a
Bamba," starring Lou Diamond
Phillips, and "Zoot Suit" in 1981, responsibility," Valdez said. "It’s
introducing Edward James a craft and a discipline yet a
serious responsibility to the
Olmos.
Valdez, in an interview, said issues of your time."
Valdez said he has spent the
he plans to discuss the importance of creativity and the better part of his life dedicated
responsibility of everyone to be to being as honest as possible in
his work and to himself.
"media aware."
He has written and directed
"People need to deconstruct
what they hear all the time," such works for TV as "The Cisco
Valdez said. He emphasized the Kid" in 1994, "La Pastorela, a
relativity of the world we live in Shepards’s Tale" in 1991 and the
because, he said, the truth is adaptation of his play "Corridos:
often obscured by the medium Tales of Passion and Revolution"
in 1987.
by which it is transmitted.
Noelle Williams, a professor of
"We are seeing a confusion of
fact and fiction every day in the English will be using "Zoot Suit"
news," Valdez said. "After all, in her classes this semester.
Though Valdez’ work is on
what is truth?"
Valdez said he realized he had Chicano issues, she said he realto define a path for himself once ly plays to the American audihe knew he wanted to be a play- ence.
"He plays on romance, viowright.

lence, adventure and mystery,"
Williams said. "That’s why I
think he gets across major
Chicano issues to a broader
audience."
Born in 1940, Valdez was the
son of a farmworker. He studied
theater arts at SJSU during the
sixties and remembers vividly
sitting in the old cafeteria on
Seventh Street when John F.
Kennedy was assassinated.
"It was the usual coffee
Idatch, then someone jumped on
a table and started yelling,"
Valdez said. He said everyone
was laughing at the guy until
the cafeteria personnel put the
radio broadcast over the loudspeaker.
"I will never forget how silent
the room got," Valdez said.
Valdez said he is also partly
responsible for the closing of
Seventh street to traffic. He said
he was among the students who
took their chairs into what was
then a busy street and stopped
traffic, he said.
"We demanded a place to
speak, and that’s what we did,"
Valdez said.
Valdez said student concerns
at the time were of the rapidly
escalated civil rights movement
and the beginnings of war in
Indochina.
"It became a regular noontime event on campus the
Sevenh Street forum," Valdez
said.
Valdez earned his bachelor’s
degree in 1964 but really began
his writing career in 1961 with
"The Shrunken Head of Pancho
Villa."
Valdez also took up the

Chicano involvement in the
Vietnam War with works such as
"Vietnam Campesino," "Soldado
Razo" and ’The Dark Roots of a
Scream."
Valdez founded El Teatro
Campesino (The Farmworker’s
Theater) in 1965 during the
Great Delano Grape Strike. El
Teatro, located in San Juan
Bautista, has traveled to
Europe, Cuba and Mexico and,
in 1969, won its first of two Los
Angeles Drama Critics Awards.
Bob Jenkins, chair of the theater arts department, has
known Valdez personally for
many years.
"He’s very warm and open,"
Jenkins said. "He has good
things to say and says them the
right way."
Jenkins said Valdez’ work is
the intersection of art and polictics in his work.
"He looks at both dynamics,"
Jenkins said. "His plays are
political events and theatrical
productions."
Valdez met his wife Lupe at
El Teatro and they have been
married for 29 years. She cowrites and produces many of his
plays.
Valdez’ three sons are also
closely involved in the arts
which
means
Anahuac,
"America" in Aztec, teaches digital editing at California State
Monterey
Bay.
University
Kinan, meaning "solar energy"
in Mayan, directs theater and
film and plays the leading man
in Valdez’ Bandido. Lakin, meaning "sunrise" in Mayan, is a
musician, actor, painter and poet
and attends Cabrillo College.
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’Attila’ lacks experience
By Adam Pavlacka
Staff Writer

The Attila and Dave Project
tried to break new ground
with its latest release, but the
only thing that broke was the
CD when it was thrown in the
trash.
The sound behind "Songs Of
Innocence And Experience" is
a surreal cross between the
music of Simon and Garfunkel
and the current alternative
trend.
Some might credit the
group with trying to break
new boundaries in the aural
arena, but those with any
sense will see this CD as a
failed attempt.
A quick scan inside the
album’s cover reveals the
depth, or lack thereof, of the
album’s lyrics. Lines such as
"Sally was a girl who lived
across the way/Running and
laughing all of the day," and
"When I was young/And they
taught me to pray/To trust in
the heavens/And that I’d get
there someday," are typical of
the disc.
Nothing here is going to
evoke an emotion or second
thought from the listener. The
lyrics are very basic and fail to
intrigue. They are lifeless to
the point that they could be
interchanged among songs
like Logos and no one would be
the wiser.
Attila Medveczky, the lead
vocalist, swings across the
board from soft, barely spoken
words, to a high pitched whin-

ing that will either annoy or
amuse depending on the song.
Of
"Songs
Musically,
Innocence And Experience"
could stand on its own as an
instrumental, but even then it
wouldn’t be anything great.
In attempting to produce
their own sound the group has
produced something a bit too
derivative.
The Attila and Dave Project
made a great attempt with
"Songs Of Innocence And
Experience," but failed to folcompletely.
through
low
Listening to the disc sounds
more like a demo tape than a
release product.
Given some time to mature,
the Attila and Dave Project
has the ability to develop a
sound that is uniquely their
own.
Their style is intriguing.
They just need to work on it a
bit more and feel it out before
they are ready for prime time.
As for this disc however, it is
best left on store shelves.
Even so, it might be worth
checking them out at the
Amphitheatre today at noon.

Downtown SJ showcases unique festival
By joAnn Peach
Start Writer

Weekend couch potatoes may
have a new use for a "sofa."
The sixth annual SoFA
(South of First Area) Festival
will be held from 11 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Sunday at the intersection of San Salvador and South
First Street.
According to Gary Walker,
San
Jose
Downtown
Association’s SoFA Festival coordinator, the one-day event could
draw over 20,000 people to the
popular nightclub area. The festival started in 1992 to represent
the growing subculture in the
South First Street area.
"There are more vendors selling items from all over the
world," Walker said. "There will
be masks, pottery and jewelry
from places like Asia, Africa and
Bali."
There will be over 175 vendor
booths, which include several
food booths, according to Walker.
Fifty percent of this year’s vendors are brand new to the festival. Gone are the tattoo booths.
Replacing them are henna and
temporary tattoo artists. Several
independent record companies,
including Orange Peer Records,

will also have booths at the
event. Several vintage clothing
stores will have racks of clothing
for attendees to browse through.
In-street entertainment will
come from three stages in various locations at the festival.
Each will have various bands
and other entertainment for festival attendees throughout the
day.
The San Carlos Street stage
will have bands including
Chicken Coupe DeVille and Pete
Juju. Horchata. Supersauce and
several other bands will play at
the Gore Park Stage. On the
Arts Stage, various comedy
troupes and belly dancers will
perform throughout the day.
According to Fil Maresca,
president of Filco, which staffs
the SoFA Festival and other
downtown events, the festival
uses 150 to 160 volunteers to
staff the beer and soda booths
and kids area and to work as
stage managers for the three
entertainment stages.
"I’ve been staffing the festival
since the first time it was held,"
said Maresca said.
Mobile Rock will bring a
portable rock climbing wall. The
County of Santa Clara will be
sponsoring KanKre8t Art Maze,
a maze for children. A clown will

also be wandering throughout
the parade, making balloon animals and passing them out.
Various bands will also play
in the clubs after the festival
closes.
Gourps
Unknown
Jeromes and Verso will perform
at Agenda Lounge. The B-Hive
Lounge will have N’s Jammin
G. and Jimco spinning 70’s, 80’s,
Disco, Funk and R&B.
The
newly-opened
Cafe
Babylon will feature DJ’s Rick
Gagarin, Chris Leath, Nada and
bands including Antonym and
Betty’s Love Child. The Phoenix

club will feature Creamsickle,
The Defiant Ones and Your
Precious You. The Usual will
have several bands play into the
night including Good Life and
Sketch.
The festival charges $5 for
admission, unless people arrive
before noon when admission is
free. All children under 12 who
are accompanied by an adult are
allowed in free.
Tickets to the festival are
available at the door or at BASS
ticket outlets with no service
charge.
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

Closed Sundays
VISA SIc. A.MX. 13ISC

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

Every Friday Night Is

Bring Your Student ID
tt. Get In FREE 134 IIPM
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Dorosz: Broad scope of interests makes good leader

BE 9-1E91TO!

Continued from page 1

Order 665, which requires each this going to impact the students
college to provide remedial eng- and the faculty?"
lish and math courses to stuBecause he has such a broad
dents entering the university scope of interests, Dorosz has
without the requisite skills,
moved around administrative
"He’s a long range planner," jobs as the need arose, according
Shellhammer said. "That’s a rare to Shellhammer
phenomenon these days."
In the years he has been at
Shellhammer said Dorosz has SJSU, Dorosz has been chair of
always had a high degree of the biology department twice as
awareness about the kind of edu- well as the dean twice,
cation students really get.
Veregge said because Dorosz
"He is compassionate and is concerned with staff and faculvery giving of his time," Veregge ty developement, he makes a
said. "He always thinks: ’How’s good leader,

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERPRISING WRTTER/REPORTER
WANTED for an intern position at
0eAnza College! Get practical
experience in fast paced, creative
environment. Conscientious and
organized With Mac skills? Call asap
408/8648371 (our riber corrected).
Hourly wage and/or internship
fees paid.
LIFEGUARD NEEDED all shifts
T applicans must have current
YMCA or American Red Cross
Certification, South Valley Family
YMCA Call Janet 226-9622 x 22.
CHILDCARE/DRIVER WANTED to
take 2 children (9 & 12) to after
school activities (Mon. & Thurs)
S10/hr. Call 354-5383 eve.
RECEPTIONIST /OPTOMETRIC
Assistant: Mondays (10arn-6pm).
Excellent people skills a must.
Will train the right person. $7 to
start. (408) 243-7146 (M, Th, Sat)
Fax resume to (408)2470545.
TIE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
flexible schedules, day or evening,
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We Nave ocr own training program!!
We are looking for neat bright, &
energesc people in the taming aeas:
Food Server (21 or older please).
Hostess, Busser, & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
51 N, San Pedro. San Jose.
RETAIL - MALM LUGGAGE in
Valley Fair Mall is now hinng. Asst.
Manager and P/T sales. Flexible
hours. Great atmosphere. Call
Cindy 244-7370 or stop by!
IINGILISPI TUTORS WaltfIED S15/hr.
Parttime weekdays. Japanese
knowledge a plus. 403/3717177.
BEHAVIORAL TUTOR aftamoons
about 15 hrs/week. Work w/ 4
year old boy w/autism. Major
focus on play 8, communication
Skills . 408-2942712.
FOOD SERVICEESPRESSO
BAR HOSTING. FT & PT positions
available in a busy family style
restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
All shifts avail. flex hrs. $8.50/hr
to start. Please call 733-9446
ask for Julia or Wendy.
INTERNET RECRUITER WANTED
This person will be responsible for
sourcing software and hardware
engineering professionals from
the Internet for a national consulting
firm in San Jose. ideal candidate
will be a student pursuing their
CS. MIS, or EE degree. Person
must be internet savvy arid have
excellent communication skills.
This position pays up to $15/hr
and offers flexible working hours.
interested candidates, please
email resumes to cheileltac.com
CAFE CAREENA: PT HELP, M/W
or T/TH, 114prn shift in the Federal
Bldg. downtown. 2nd St. Apply In
Person before 12pm. 278-6922.
WEEKEND WORK - Responsibls.
outgoing, music-minded indtaduals
needed for weekend work at
Disc Jockey Co. No experience
required. We will train. Must have
own car. 408-2701249.
NEED A JOB, RNANCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities.
Kristle: (408) 3601370.
SWIM INSTRUCTOR/UFE GUARD
Central YMCA. Close to SJSU.
Flexible hours. Great environment.
2981717.
LOCAL FIRM NEAR CAMPUS
seeks Engineering student part time
to assist with various projects.
Must be computer literate. Cali
282-1500.
SIGN FABRICATOR
Seeking detailed individual with
carpentry experience for our sign
production shop. Quality oriented
is a must. Energetic with good
attitude. Good DMV record. P/T.
NEW DIRECTIONS SIGN SERVICE.
MY/An Hill.
Fax (408)7787392.
PART TIME: HANDYPERSON/
GOPHER: Must have a strong
back, good attitude and some
construction experience. Near
campus, flex hours for engineering and property management
company. 282-1500.

nity. Their son works in financial software development.
Dorosz said he is always interested in generating dialogues
with scientists of other lands.
Last summer, Dorosz spent three
weeks visiting scientific labs and
facilities in China.
"Seeing the condition of their
labs - and it’s hot with 100 percent humidity - you have a different perspective on the world,"
Dorosz said. "(The students) are
all so happy just to be there."

Dorosz has a doctorate in
physiology from the University
of California at Berkeley, a masters in psychology from the
University of Illinois and a bachelor of arts from the Catholic
University of America in
Washington, D.C.
"He’s a psychologist turned
neurophysiologist," Shellhammer
said.
Dorosz has been married for
35 years and his wife is the
director of a non-profit organization serving the elderly commu-

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid adveitsktg
and ofledngs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

"He sees where they need to
grow and is good at helping that
process," Veregge said.
Aside from his administrative
duties, Dorosz teaches neurophysiology and communication
classes, which are similar to the
required basic writing 100W
courses in each major.
"He helped (100W) mature
and grow," Shellhammer said,
adding that the graduate level
communications course Dorosz
teaches, Biology 202, is perfect
for him. "That’s his cup of tea."

LAW OFFICE POSITION Available
Court runner, company car & gas
provided. Need valid drivers
license. Hours flexible. 244-4200.

INSTRUCTOR To Teeth DD Adults
Flexible hours, P/T & F/T available
with benefits. Call 408/248-4464
ext. 108 or 103; or fax resume to
408/248-1221.

UP TO $25/HR AT PARTIES!
Feet First Entertainment is looking
for fun, energetic people to DJ
parties. Mostly wkend work. No
experience necessary. Call ASAP.
btwn 9am-6pm: 408/261-0657.

REPS/TRAINERS NEEDED
Degree not required. One of the
largest telemuncations cos.
in arnerica needs you. Terrific
opportunity for aggressive
self-starters to own their own
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is business. Full or part-time.
looking for people to live-in with Call now: (408) 793-5151.
disabled adults. Rent paid. Near
college. Call 248-4464 x 101. for EXPERIENCED NETWORK TECHS
details.
Tandem $15.12/hr, PT school
year. FT other. Install, configure.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
troubleshoot UNIX workstations.
Part-time. Flexible Hours.
If qualified, get resume to Dick
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Sillan Fax: 323-5311, email:
Great for Students!
rsillan@AOL.com, mailbox: Eng.
Serving Downtown Sanlose. Bldg. room 284. CISE dept.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. MONGO’S". RESTAURANT, the
new exciting Cal-Asian Mongolian
VALETPARKERS - Valets needed BBQ theme restaurant is now
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun, open! Fun-tastic downtown locaflexible job during school. Park tion bringing attitude in a positive
cars for weddings, parties and way seeks the same in ALL
special events in the Los Gatos STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
area. Must be outgoing, friendly, smile and join Team mongo’s’".
and neat in appearance, No We are an innovative & interactive
previous expenence nec. Must be fusion menu where the customer
able to drive a 5 sp and have a creates their perfect meal. Apply
valid CDL and your own transp. in person at 83 South Second
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips. Street. weekly,M/T/W between
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Vilest 10.11arn and 3-pm.
(800) 825-3871
TEACHER OPPORTuNITIES, nth
quality, licensed childcare centers
MAKE BIG MONEY
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
Retail salesperson needed.
ennchment curriculum.
Hourly pay Commission.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Flex schedule . Training provided.
Days. Eves. Weekends
Call Ryan at 408/581-0539
Team Environment
NANNY CUTE 8 MONTH BOY. Min 6 ECE required
Earn while you learn 12 hrs/wk. M-W-F in Willow Glen
in house training
110 irkisista must have asp.. car.
Benefits available
refs, be reliable & playful. Good
Growing throughout the Bay Area
pay. Great job! Emily 297-2580.
NdsPark 2607929. Fax 260-7366
ACTION DM NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
Preschool Teachers and Aides. F/T & salary & benefits, med/dental
P/T positions available. Substitute vacation/sick pay. prof. des. S.
positions are also available that ratio 1:9, beautiful park-like
offer flexible hours. ECE units are playground, strong team
required for teacher positions but environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
not required for Aide positions. Enjoy your work with children!
Excellent oppportunity for Child Charmer Preschool 378-7805.
Development majors. Please call Fax resume to 378-4121.
Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
or fax resume to 2487350.
Ambitious and energetic people
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED needed. FT/PT. Earn $8-$15 per
Mon.Fri. 3pm-8pm. 1st grade hour (average). Flexible, will work
through High School, Make around you school schedule. Also
$1.000 per month. Call Ms. Scotti looking for golfcart drivers for
Saturdays and Sundays only. Lots
@ 408/255-5247.
of fun and earn good money. Call:
INSTRUCTORS - PT, Teach FUN (408) 867-7275 Receptionist will
science programs in elementary connect you to our voicemail.
schools. Need: car & experience Leave name and number where
with kids. Excellent Pay! Call: you can be contacted.
Mad Science of the South Bay
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
(408) 262-5437.
is hinng Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their School Age Child Care
CITY BEACH IS LOOKING for a
Centers in San Jose. ECE CO.
few fun, people-oriented. vollestoll
Psych. Soc. or Rec units req.
officials! Well paid and great
We Offer Competitive Pay.
perks. Call Dwight 854-9330.
Excellent Training. and a
Great Work Environment.
ENVIRONMENTAL INTERN
looking
If you are interested call
is
Jose
San
of
GreenTeam
(40812839200 ext. 21.
for an Intern to work in their
Department.
Community Outreach
SECURITY
Responsibilities would include
Abcom Pnvate Secunty
developing and giving presentaWe will train you.
tions to schools, staffing commu
Student Friendly.
nay events, and assisting with
FT. PT, Wkdys & Wkrids.
overall operations. Salary $10 per
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
hour. Contact Kerynn Gianoth at
408.2474827
(408) 283-8500 x 522.

BABYSITTER
Occasional babysitter needed for
delightful 3 year old daughter.
Some experience required: CPR
preferred. Must be fun, loving,
English proficient & have own
transport. Approx 2 weekend
nights/month plus 1 weekend day
once/month (12-20 hours per
month). She goes to bed by
8:00 leaving extra study time.
Berryessa area, 10 minutes from
campus. Flexible hours. $8/hour.
Fitness
OPPORTUNITY:
JOB
Instructor for weekday evening Call 929-6538.
shifts. Certification or degree
REQUIRED (Exercise Phys. ARTIST ASSISTANT. Close to
students ok). Hourly pay plus school. Steady work, varied routine.
commission for P.T. Fax resume: Flexible hours. Computer &/or
graphics experience helpful, not
(408)267-0264.
required. Bob 984-4003.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
$15/11R. M/F, Uquor and beer
Schools.
Elementary
P/TDeg,ree or Credential NOT lb:wired. corrnotions. over 21. reliable vehicle.
great
P/T job, energetic, work eon
Experience.
Opportunity fix:Teed:0g
& wknds. TEAM. ENTERPRISES.
Need Car.
Vote ME11: (408)297-4170 at.. 408 NC.: Call Kene(E601375-TEAM
EOE/AAE
SMALL MATTRESS STORE
General help. Will train. FT/PT Flex.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Good job .leans OK. Ed 279-3553.
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Women ages 21-32. Healthy.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Contact California Cryobank
Give the Gift of Life!!!
650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
Weespecially need
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
sell discount subcriphons to Bay
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
(800) 314-9996
Flexible hrs. 9arn-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200,
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available Monday Friday
Part/Full lime 10am to 7pm
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a Company that
Truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
Mon. - Fri. 8am to 5pm.
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th 8, Alma.

WANTED

EARN EXTRA CASH I
Up to S15/hr. Fun active work.
Flexible schedule. Will train.
Work with kids and sports.
Call Ryon at (408) 5810539
USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility. NY stock
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you
Earn unlimited residual income.
International expansion corning
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371-4366

MMMMM
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298-6124.

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T nine afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
ENGUSH EDITING & TUTORING
244-1968 x 16.
Experienced with the needs of
DOWNTOWN PRINTER seeks P/T Foreign Students
desktop MAC/PC operator with Credentialed Teacher & MA.
experience w/major software Go To: iwww.MyEditor.com
pograms. Call mesa 40827707(0. And/Or Cal Jessica 408/9788034
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL
Save Our University Library.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T Ali Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
SUZUKI 98 SIDEKICK JLX 4X4
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits’
loaded, a/c. ors. warranty. more
Call raper!) in person.
1408(286.5880
Excellent cond. in/out. Silk nego.
14(8)924-5275a 008)873-0371
555 D Mencfian Ave Si
Pakmoor.
between San Cats &
Celina the Cad and Party Stcre

TUTORING

AUTO FOR

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year 8, summer. Elem.
school -age rec. program. P/T
from 2.6pm. MF during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7arnllan. Fir during summer day
camp prog. %Int salary. no ECE
units nig. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Dept Call Janet at 3148700 x223

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LC0CAL RATES
Print your ad here.

DOG SITTER NEEDED to stay in
our home when we go away. We
live 1 mile from lightrail for easy
commute to SJSU. Please call
224-7477 for an interview.

SRMIL

NEON SIGNS: 3 COLLECTOR’S
item neon beer signs. Budweiser
$50 each. Call Paul* 3710945.
BEDS! CHEAP! Get rid of that
junk you’re on! All sizes! Pillow
tops! Cheap, Can deliver! Very
close to SJSU! 998-2337

RENTAL HOUSING

WORD PROCESSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects.etc. Typewriter
for your applications for nieddaw
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
10011. natural. ES.Recommended
30 Day Mosey back Guarantee!
FREE SAMPLE
CALL 14081 7,19 6717

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, UYour own probe or disposable.
3355. Baywood Ave. Sari Jose,
Group Projects. etc. All fomiats,
250RK APARTMENT -$950/510.
247-7486
specializing in APA. Tape
* Security type building
transcription. Fax machine
Secure Parking
MEN & WOMEN
Experienced, dependable, quick
Close To Campus
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
retum. Almaden/Branham area.
Modem Building
Stop shays ig wayir,g. tweezing
Call Linda (4081264 4504
Laundry Room
or using Alessi:315 I et iir
Village Apartments
permanently reinioye your
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
576 South Fifth Street
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Terrn unwanted hair Back Chest I ip
14081 295-6893.
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects.
Flesures. Al Formats. Specializing Students & faculty receive 1,5sf,
discount. First appt 1 2 pooe if
in APA. Spelling/ Granunar/
made before 12. 31,98.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ yrs Egi.
Hair Today Guile Tomorrow.
PAM’S
ROOPAMATE WANTED Share 3/2
621
F Caninheli Ave. #17. CniN
PROffSSING,
WORD
PROFESS/3M.
Safe,
quiet.
border.
on S’vale/Cup
(408) 379-3500.
247-2681, 8arn8pm.
w/attacheci garage. Easy commute
to SJSU. 10 mm. All amenities.
Seeking mature, quiet person. $450
+1/3util Cal Bell at 4087460322.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
AUTO INSURANCE
WAS 4 RENT $550 util ind +dep.
reader to specific telephone
Campus insurance Service
Everween area. NS, AP, Semi Fum,
numbers or addresses for
Special Student Program!,
Ph. 270.3536 for appt. 7prn9prn.
additional information.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Classified readers should be
’Great Rates for Good Drives
reminded that, when making
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
these further contacts, they
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
should require complete
"EducatorsStudents"
OTHERS
’Good
OWN ONE, RENT THE
Information before sending
"Engineers- ’Scientists.
Great investment. 3 rental units.
money for goods or services
296.5270
CALL TODAY
Close to SJSU. Zero vacancy.
In addition. readers should
FREE QUOTE
Well maintained. $299.950.
carefully Investigate all fines
NO HASSLE
Call Karen Nelsen. Century 21
offering employment listings
NO OBLIGATION
Contempo. 779 9400
orcoupons for discount
Also open Saturdays P 2
vacations or merchan d
i

SHARED HOUSING

INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

COMPUTERS ETC

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurbg equipment is warranted
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. between
Hay 85 & 2W nem LaWeleTP Espy.
408-873-8070

SEMMES
WRITING IMP: (Slot 603-9554.
Highest quality wnting.editing.
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M A. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolIckfibest.com
ISA/ftlastreCard ad epted.
CHILD CARE AVAILABLE.
Campus Center. 2 1/2 5 year
olds. Full & part time. Accredited
Program. Call 9246988.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 6553275

408-924-3277

$1 for

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
27
30
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
42
43
45
47
48
49
50
53
54

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

Daily

CAMPUS CUES
STEAMBOAT Colorado Jan. 10-15
$049 with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night stay, 4 of 5 dai lift
pass. 2 hot tubs. parties & great
snow. Students & non students.
Call Mark at 408 292 0955

UULILICQUJUJULILLILILILIUULLLILILILILILILEJLI
LILILILQUULILLILIJULLILILILIULLIUULLILIUCILILI
LILLILILLILILILIULILILILILLIJUULILILIEJULIULILLILI
LILIUULIULIJULEDUCILILILIJULLILILILLILLILILILIU
Two
One
Days
Day
$7
$5
$8
$66
$9
$7
$10
SS
each additional line.

FAX: 408-924-3282

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna. full
gym. on -site management, all
appliances included. central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So, 4th St. (408)279-3639.

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Nee.
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After Me fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day.
spaces) set in bold for no extra charge,
Final
words available In bold for $3 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 kneS: $70 10-14 lines:

$90

15-19 knee: $110

Five Mews
Days
$13 City Sue
$14
Phone
$15
$16

Please check
one classification:
Zo code

Send check or money order in
Spartan Daily Oassitaxis
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Banter Had, Room 209.

III Des:line. 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads.
Rates for consecutive publications dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (4OS) 924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
_Events’
_Announcements’
_Lost and Founcr
_Volunteers’
_

For Sale’
_0411011 For Sale’
_Ccrnputers Etc.’
_Wanted’

_Savior-nerd
_Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
tiealtheeauty
Sports(Thnlls*
IneurIVICEI
Entertainment’
_Travel
_Tirtonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

_

SAN JOSE’S 2ND
LARGEST DAILY
NEWSPAPER
STRIKES AN
AUDIENCE OF
OVER 30,000
EVERY SCHOOL
DAY.

58
61
62
63
64
65

Smelting residue
Old cattle town
Similar
Beneficiary
Happen again
Fizzy beverage
Loosen
Where to get a
haircut
Breakfast bread
Treat with
contempt.
slangily
Knolls
Church council
Farm animal
Puppy’s "hand"
Gold medalists
Pencil end
Frost
"Norma
Lauer or
Groening
Gamut
Roam
about
Southwestern
Indian
Ali
Required
Lull
Majestic
Exploit
Native New
Zealander
Passport
requirement
Have lunch
Large
quantities
Gull of Mexico
fish
Lamb’s pen
name
Dairy -case buy
Life of - easy
street
Blue shade
Bridge

PREVIOUS PUZZLF SOLVED

MUOM
MOMM =BM
OMOM MUM =OM
MUMM OMMMMEIMMOM
MOM OMMU =MOM
OMMMWMM MOMM
OMO MOIMUMMMM
MMOMMM COMM MMM
OOMM
MMM
MOBM
OMEI IMMO OMMMOM
MMMUMMOM MOO
MONO MMMOU140
COMM! PIM= MEC
MOMOOMOMMO UMOU
AMOM LIMUMM OMMO
OMMM MMOM
UMMM
66 Play pan
67 "-- the night
before

DOWN
1 Fastened
securely
2 Letterman’,
rival
3 Verdi opera
4 Most disgusting
5 Sphere
6 Grassland
713Mm
8 Centers
9 "- we having
fun yet?"
10 Give out
(homework)
11 Eye makeup
12 Adulated one
13 Sleeps
19 Cologne’s river
21 Use a keyboard
25 Te I (a story)
26 Olive s offing
27 Thighbone

28
29
30
31
32
33
35
39
40
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
59
60

illy
Speak
Prices
False hair
Crumble away
Bolero
mnpriser
Dilapidated
Genets oil,
Honest Reserved in
Style
Herd animal
All
attentive
Di iris
Glossy fabric
Kind of syrup
Experts
Lend a hand
Concert halls
On a grand
scale
’There ought to
be Callas e g
Utters
Pirefica
DPI bread

EMMA MEM NENE
NENE MENEM NEEN
NENE HEMMEN=
MENEM MEN MENNE
MEd= MEN
MINIENNE MENEM
MENNEN NENE MEN
HENN MENEM HENN
MEN MENE MUNN=
MENNEN MENNE=
MEN MENU
MAME MEN MEMIM
MENNEMENNA MENE
MEN MENNE INNEN
MINN MENNE MEER

Art ’exhibits’ nourishment places
By Katrina Torenski
Staff U’ruter
A married couple from San
Jose State University is trying to
explore the double meaning of
empty spaces and nourishment.
SJSU students Joseph and
Cheryl Battiato are showing
their art works, titled ’Vessels
and Nourishment," in the Art
Building’s Gallery 8.
The exposition consists of four
paintings and 10 ceramic vases of
different shapes and colors.
Cheryl said it was her husband’s idea to do a joint show.
They both decided that the vases
were connected to the paintings
because of the empty plates and
glasses on the table of the paintings. They decided that the vases
as well were representing nourishment.
"It’s something that holds
something," Cheryl said about
the vases. "These could be waiting for holding something."
Joseph is presenting works
from the Japanese culture.
-My husband’s art is Baku.
That’s traditional Japanese firing
for pottery," Cheryl said.
"I titled the paintings ’nourishment,’ " said Cheryl. It’s about

nourishment other than food."
According to Cheryl, they
decided to use "vessels" because it
sounded better than vases.
"People get nourished by going
to different places; said Cheryl.
"My daughter goes to her room
to nourish her head, my son puts
on Rollerblades and goes out to
the neighborhood," she said, "and
my husband and I go to the beach
regularly because that’s his nourishment place."
The people on Cheryl’s paintings are sitting at the same table
with the same dishes, an empty
glass, an empty plate and a
spoon.
The four paintings have different backgrounds. The first one
has a street with a house, the second an ocean and the third a door
to a room.
"My paintings are about my
family and relationship to them
(husband, son and daughter),"
Cheryl said.
Pheobe Eron, who is currently
enrolled in a representative
drawing class, said she likes the
exposition but she doesn’t see the
connection between the vases
and the paintings.
She feels that there are more
vases which are more visible, and
pottery and paintings are differ-

ent types of art.
Eron was interested in the
ceramic part of the show. She
went to look at the artwork as an
assignment for an art class to
sketch the vases.
"The texture ion the vases) is
very interesting and I like the
colors," Eron said.
Jessica Trummel, a graphics
design student, said she is really
impressed with Cheryl’s paintings.
"I think she has done a good
job in representing the facial features," she said. "I like the colors
and facial expressions."
Cheryl is currently working
on a master’s degree in fine arts
and her husband is working on a
bachelor’s degree in art.
Joseph is currently working at
Safeway and is heading towards
retirement.
"He is looking to do pottery as
a profession as opposed to working for Safeway," Cheryl said.
Joseph is also showing his art
pieces at Gallery Morgan Hill,
and Cheryl is showing one of her
paintings at the Applied Global
Chris Preovolos/ Spartan Daily
University in Santa Clara.
"Vessels and Nourishment" is Cheryl Battiato stands in front of paintings she made of her family. A SJSU graduate student in art,
showing between 8 a.m. and 4
Cheryl and her husband Joseph, created the exhibit titled, "Vessels and Nourishment." It is on display in
p.m. today.
Gallery 8, on the third floor of the Art Building. The works will remain on display through today.

Renovations:
Continued from page 1
building until the project is completed in the spring of 2000.
According to Burak, before the
renovation begins, the building
"will be pretty much gutted."
Buralc says that in the meantime, classes will be held in
portables which will be located
in the 10th Street parking lot
near Building Q, where the
ATMs are located. He added
that the portables will be set in
the same orientation as the
classes
in
the
Business
Classrooms building.
"If it’s for the betterment of
the school, I’m willing to give up
my comrjr, cozy little Classroom,"
said SJSU graduate student Liz
Brett.

Birds probably
can remember
where you left

your car keys
AP To scientists’ surprise,
birds have been found to have
the kind of memory that
enables people to recall where
they left their car keys.
The research by British and
American behavioral scientists
shows that birds can remember
not only where, but when, they
hid critical items such as worms
and other food.
The birds even dig up less
perishable food if too much time
has passed and their favorite
worms have probably rotted.
The study of scrub jays, published in Thursday’s issue of the
journal Nature, marks what the
researchers said is the first
demonstration of episodic, or
event -based, memory in animals other than humans.
Previously, many scientists
believed episodic memory was
unique to humans.
This type of memory is comparable to "seeing" yourself
walking into the house while
dropping the keys on a table.
The study also may help
researchers more fully understand the human brain’s decline
into Alzheimer’s disease.
-It could be a big step in
understanding how space, time
and events are represented in
the brain," neurobiologists
Kathryn Jeffery and John
O’Keefe or University College in
London said in a review of the
study.

Women

Be An Angel!!

Donate Eggs?
If you are 21-28 yrs.
healthy, bright &
responsible.
Call Stephanie OFFC .
Also special need for
Asian Donors
1400-939-SIN
GENEROUS COMPENSATION

4
41

1

